
My Little Crochet Doll

Ballerina Outfit

What every little doll needs, a pink tutu and ballet slippers.

I used a 3mm hook throughout and pink DK yarn. For the tutu trim I used a pink yarn with silver 
glitter in the yarn. I didn't add any extra trims because I wanted the dress to be simple, but you can 
add extra trims by working along the front loops of the bodice (row 43)



Although the dress is written in full here, you will need to buy the doll pattern to make the doll, 
underwear and shoes. You can buy the my little crochet doll pattern from my Etsy or Ravelry shop, 
search for Betty Virago on either website and you'll find the pattern.

Again, am always happy to help if you have questions about the patterns. My email is 
bettyvirago@gmail.com



The pattern is written using US terms

BLO = Back Loop Only

FLO = Front Loop Only

The Ballerina Dress

Using a 3mm hook and pink DK yarn, ch 17

1) in BLO, sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across, ch 1, turn (16)

2-38) BLO, sc across, ch 1, turn

On the last row turn your work so you are working along the row ends (this is the top of the bodice)

39) 1sc in each row end across, 3sc in last row end

Turn your work so you are now working along the foundation chain

40) 1sc in each of the foundation chains, 3sc in the last ch

Turn your work so you are working along the row ends (this is the skirt edge)

41) working in the row ends, (1sc in 1, 2sc in next) repeat to the end with 3sc in the lastrow end.

Turn your work so you are working along row 38.You are now working the button holes into the 
bodice.

42) (4sc, ch4) x 4 This should bring you to the top of the bodice.

Now working along the bodice top (Arm holes)

43) BLO, 5sc, ch8, sk8, 12sc, ch8, sk8, 5sc 

This should bring you to the end of the row, if you have one or two stitches left sc to the end, it 
shouldn't change the dress.

Working in both loops, sc down the button edge. At the end ch1 and turn, sc back up the button edge 
to the end of row 43. This gives you two more rows and a nice flat section to sew buttons onto.

44) working back across the bodice top row, sc across to the 8ch, 6sc over 8ch, 12sc, 6sc over 8ch, 
5sc, FO and sew buttons onto the bodice.

The tutu skirt

Turn the bodice upside down with the buttons to your right, join the yarn to the front loop of the 
skirt edge.

1) working in FLO, ch3, 2dc in each sc across, join to the 1st dc with a slst. Now you are working in 
rounds.

2-4) working in both loops, ch3, dc in each dc around, join



Change to the pink glitter (or trim yarn of your choice)

Skirt trim (1sc, ch2) in each dc around, join, FO.

I made matching underwear using the underwear pattern from the MLCD pattern and pink DK yarn.

Shoes

Using pink DK yarn follow the Mary Jane shoe pattern from the MLCD pattern up to round 6. 
Continue as follows:

Round 7) 7sc, sc2tog x 6, 7sc, slst, FO

To make the strap) ch50, sc in 3 sc at back of the shoe, ch50, FO.

...and finally

I really hope you're all enjoying the patterns. I'm writing them as often as I can, but between getting 
into University, running a little business, teaching craft classes, volunteering at the Joanna Project 
and making sure my cat gets fed life has been a little hectic.

The next pattern, hmmm!

I was thinking of a Victorian outfit, but then again, what about a little cooking outfit? 

Not every girl wants to be a ballerina or wear pink, so if you have an idea, let me know and I'll see if I 
can make it.

OH!!! I almost forgot.

I volunteer for a charity called Joanna www.joannaleeds.org I made them a doll to help them raise 
money. It should be on their website (if not email them for information). I know you can all make 
your own dolls, but if you feel like trying to win her the money would go to a great cause.

Thanks

Betty


